Equal parts big adventure and simple living, Bedrock Sandals® are freedom footwear for the great outdoors.

bedrocksandals.com

Try me for size

Place your foot on this template to see how this size would fit.

Cairn trail + river

Sole hugger locations (flexes with foot shape)

Print at 100% scale
TRY ME FOR SIZE

Place you foot on this template to see how this size would fit.

PRINT AT 100% SCALE

EQUAL PARTS BIG ADVENTURE AND SIMPLE LIVING, BEDROCK SANDALS® ARE FREEDOM FOOTWEAR FOR THE GREAT OUTDOORS.

BEDROCKSANDALS.COM
SIZE 8/9

TRY ME FOR SIZE
Place you foot on this template to see how this size would fit.

PRINT AT 100% SCALE

SOLE HUGGER LOCATIONS (FLEXES WITH FOOT SHAPE)

EQUAL PARTS BIG ADVENTURE AND SIMPLE LIVING, BEDROCK SANDALS® ARE FREEDOM FOOTWEAR FOR THE GREAT OUTDOORS.

bedrocksandals.com
SIZE 9/10

TRY ME FOR SIZE
Place your foot on this template to see how this size would fit.

CAIRN
TRAIL + RIVER

SOLE HUGGER LOCATIONS
(FLEXES WITH FOOT SHAPE)

EQUAL PARTS BIG ADVENTURE
AND SIMPLE LIVING, BEDROCK
SANDALS® ARE FREEDOM FOOTWEAR
FOR THE GREAT OUTDOORS.

BEDROCKSANDALS.COM
INCHES
CENTIMETERS
023
1 0234567
CHECK THE SCALE AGAINST A RULER

SIZE 10/11

TRY ME FOR SIZE
Place you foot on this template to see how this size would fit.

PRINT AT 100% SCALE

CAIRN
TRAIL + RIVER

SOLE HUGGER LOCATIONS
(FLEXES WITH FOOT SHAPE)

EQUAL PARTS BIG ADVENTURE AND SIMPLE LIVING, BEDROCK SANDALS® ARE FREEDOM FOOTWEAR FOR THE GREAT OUTDOORS.

www.bedrocksandals.com
TRY ME FOR SIZE

Place your foot on this template to see how this size would fit.

SIZE 11/12

PRINT AT 100% SCALE

SOLE HUGGER LOCATIONS
(FLEXES WITH FOOT SHAPE)

CAIRN TRAIL + RIVER

EQUAL PARTS BIG ADVENTURE
AND SIMPLE LIVING, BEDROCK
SANDALS® ARE FREEDOM FOOTWEAR
FOR THE GREAT OUTDOORS.

BEDROCKSANDALS.COM
CHECK THE SCALE AGAINST A RULER

SIZE 12/13

TRY ME FOR SIZE
Place your foot on this template to see how this size would fit.

PRINT AT 100% SCALE

CAIRN
TRAIL + RIVER

SOLE HUGGER LOCATIONS
(FLEXES WITH FOOT SHAPE)

EQUAL PARTS BIG ADVENTURE AND SIMPLE LIVING, BEDROCK SANDALS® ARE FREEDOM FOOTWEAR FOR THE GREAT OUTDOORS.

BEDROCKSANDALS.COM
SIZE 14/15

TRY ME FOR SIZE
Place your foot on this template to see how this size would fit.

(Printout at 100% will extend off page)

CAIRN
TRAIL + RIVER

SOLE HUGGER LOCATIONS (FLEXES WITH FOOT SHAPE)

EQUAL PARTS BIG ADVENTURE AND SIMPLE LIVING, BEDROCK SANDALS® ARE FREEDOM FOOTWEAR FOR THE GREAT OUTDOORS.